
How to Ask: 
Frederick Taylor Gates

April 17, 2020



Lessons from the Past
A letter from the 

Reverend Frederick Taylor Gates April 20, 1891 to 

Brother Sunderlund regarding his work soliciting money.
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Note:  The complete letter is available for download at the Rockefeller Archives.  
I was first made aware of its contents by Donald Campbell,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to provide a cautionary note to anyone who might feel a sense of micro-aggression, or cultural sensitivity.This memo was written in the 1800’s by a man, to another man, about soliciting large sums of money from business men.It is my hope that in an historic context we can accept the personal pronoun, and recognize that in today’s vocabulary and culture, these tenants would be phrased differently. But the historic text remains.
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Frederick Taylor Gates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to introduce you to a man who isn't exactly the "father" of fund raising, but certainly should be a candidate for some form of veneration.  He is Frederick Taylor Gates, who made a significant contribution to getting people to contribute.Mr.. Gates was born in New York State, USA in 1853 and died in Phoenix, Arizona in 1929.  It was Gates, in fact, who introduced the concept of philanthropy to John D. Rockefeller.  That is the original Mr.. John D. Rockefeller.
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John D. Rockefeller, Sr.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It seemed that John D. Sr.. was having some public relations problem at the time -- about 1887.  Gates, an ordained Baptist minister, offered counsel to the oil magnate, suggesting Mr.. Rockefeller show his "public spiritedness" by funding some various needy projects.  Rockefeller took the advice, saw the value of giving, and began an American Tradition:  philanthropy.  Mr.. Gates, working with Mr.. Rockefeller, dispensed over $134 million in the foundations first two years of operation.  Indeed, the foundation has literally changed the face of the nation and the course of human events.  Let none of underestimate the impact of the philanthropic dollar.As one of Mr.. Gates' most significant accomplishments, he co-founded the University of Chicago in 1890.  Working with President Harper and Thomas W. Goodspeed - the other founders of the university -- Gates succeeded in raising the $400,000 to match Mr.. Rockefeller's initial gift of $600,000.  This cool million made possible the creation of the University of Chicago.  By 1910, Mr.. Rockefeller had contributed $45 million to the University -- a good example, I might add, of how a solicitor can lay the groundwork for successive gifts.As an aside, having lived in Cleveland for years, the trustees of Western Reserve University at the time, rebuffed their neighbor’s offer thinking that oil was “dirty money.”
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Frederick Taylor Gates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will pass along a few of Mr.. Gates' "principles" of solicitation -- and relate them to educational campaign fund raising.  I do this as a firm believer in the adage that history repeats itself.  After all, if these ideas raised millions of dollars for The University of Chicago, imagine what they can do for your university.By the way these remarks are taken from a memorandum Mr.. Gates wrote to a colleague, Brother Sunderland, who was seeking advice on how to successfully solicit a gift.  (An example of the first professional fund-raising network seminar!).
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“Dress well, 
let your linen 
be immaculate.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. 	Dress well. Put on your best clothes and let them be costly.  Let your linen be immaculate. See that your boots are polished, and also that your hands are kept clean and your hair well brushed, not only in the morning, but kept so throughout the rough and tumble of the day. To this end, it would be necessary to go into hotels occasionally, consult the bootblack, the lavatory and brush up. 	This is no trifling thing. People size up one's importance and dignity very largely by his personal appearance, and the size of their gifts, if not indeed any gift at all, will depend not a little on their estimation of the importance and dignity of the canvassers. People are judged by these apparent trifles of personal appearance far more than supposed, and the streets of Chicago soil the person hourly.Note:	Studies show that decisions are made within the first  6 seconds of contact.  You will be soliciting peers (or superiors), many times in their homes.  What would you expect to be most appropriate if you were being asked for a million pounds?	The question of appropriate dress becomes increasingly difficult in the era of “business casual attire.”  However, when in question, more conservative or formal is always more appropriate than dressing down.
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“Keep absolutely 
and serenely
good humored.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2. 	Keep absolutely and serenely good humoured. Mark, I say good humoured, not gay.  Enter the room in genial and radiant good nature and allow no lapse from this for an instant under any provocation. At times and perhaps when you least expect it, you will have justification for irritation, but under no circumstances betray the least suspicion of irritation. Be armoured habitually against it. Note: 	Not that I expect you to an entertainer, but I have found it is more difficult for prospective donors to say “No” to a smiling face than one that stares back blankly.  Expect some difficult and challenging questions, some might make no sense at all, and perhaps one or two that could be unsettling. 	Prospects have valid concerns and expect you to listen and make appropriate responses.   If you know your mission, vision, case, service offerings, and the components of the campaign, you should be prepared to deal with any situation factually, and with a good nature.  If you do not have an answer to a particular question, it is imperative that you reply with the comment, “I will find out, and get back to you.”
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“Announce yourself,
But not your 
intentions.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3. 	Provide yourself with an elegant personal card and put on that card nothing whatever but just your name. Cut off all your titles and do not let the card indicate even your business.Note:	A rudimentary point perhaps, but a good place to start.  When asking the prospect for an appointment, say that you want to discuss the University’s plans for the future.  	Do not ask for a gift a over the phone.  Leave the part about asking for the gift for the actual visit.  In many cases, it may be a good idea to include the prospect’s spouse, business partner or donor advisor in the visit.  This point is left to your good judgement predicated on your research.
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“On entering, 
go straight to 
your prospect.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4. 	On entering, go straight to your subject without palaver; ask if a few minutes can be spared for you and do not press your work without consent but do not allow the impression of the first sixty seconds to be that you are in for a long talk. On the contrary in various indirect ways, awaken the happy anticipation that your stay will be brief without being abrupt.Note:	When scheduling an appointment it is worthwhile to ask for 30 or 45 minutes.  Then when you arrive, begin your conversation by stating, “I understand that we scheduled 45 minutes for this meeting.  We will be able to conclude within that time.”  When the time is up, look at your watch and say, “we promised no more than 45 minutes, unless you have some more questions, we can wrap up now.”  If the prospect invites you to stay that is great, but show that you are respectful of their time and KEEP to the calendar. 
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“Keep your victim 
good natured.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5. 	I said in my second point that you must keep good-natured. I now wish to say that you must also keep your victim, if I may so call him, also good-natured and this throughout. Constantly endeavour to make the interview continuously pleasant for him. 	If you find him embarrassed at any point relieve that embarrassment.  For illustration: He may be embarrassed by the smallness of the amount which he can give. The best class of men often are.  Reassure him on this if you find he needs it and on any other point of embarrassment.Note:	Even in difficult circumstances, keep the environment professional, focused on the priorities of the individual and the importance of their involvement.
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“If you find the victim
big with gift, 
do not rush him 
too eagerly to the birth.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6. 	If you find him big with gift, do not rush him too eagerly to      the birth. Let him take his time with genial encouragement. Make him feel that he is making the gift, not that it is being taken from him with violence.Note:	“Victim” and “him” are Gate’s choice of words, not mine.  We now talk to venture philanthropists.  And many new millionaires in the United States are women. Women control 60% of the wealth.  However, the point is well taken.  An effective solicitation takes time and patience.  Gifts made in haste tend to be low, or not rendered.	We have found it takes an average of twelve to eighteen months for a major gift to “mature” in a higher education setting.  It is often five to nine months in healthcare.  In higher ed you may need to construct 7 to 8 visits from discovery to stewardship. In healthcare it can reduce to between 4 to 5 visits. 	At the $100,000 level and up, a prospect generally reacts more positively to a request for funding a specific project than a general appeal.  - with one sidebar, during the 2009 recession when giving declined, the smallest decline in higher education giving was to current operations.  Donors shifted dollars away from capital projects and endowments to ensure that the organizations for which they cared, survived. 	So observe how your victim, I mean prospect, is reacting to your message.  You can feel the person reaching a peak.  That is the time to ask for the gift.
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“Appeal only 
to the 
Noblest motives.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7.	 Appeal only to the noblest motives. His own mind will suggest to him all the more selfish ones, but he will not wish you to suppose that he has thought of these. Note:	Studies in the US continually indicate that tax incentives are at the bottom of the list of twelve reasons that million-dollar donors give as rationale.  	First: they believe in the mission and vision of the organization, 	Second: it is trust in the leadership,	Third: the organization has a track record of success, the donor is not throwing good money after bad	Fourth: they were asked.  Gifts at these level are not self-autonomous.  	It is important to keep perspective: you are asking for an investment in the school, university, hospital, museum, or local Y.  It is not about you.	Point out the value proposition and the impact your organization makes to the quality of life at personal, local, state, and national level.  Cite several examples.		Focus on this fact: your institution does not have needs.  Prospective donors have needs.  And your institution provides opportunities to resolve those needs and societal issues.
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“Never let a week pass 
without some 
public notice of your work.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
8. 	Never let a week pass without some public notice of your work.  This will be your most distasteful duty, but will become less so after you know the ropes. Your name should always appear in connection with your work. You must stand before the public as a public man and the distinct representative of your cause.		Note:	If a day of social media and 24/7 news, it is difficult to gain “mindshare” but that is exactly what you must do in concert with your communications and marketing team.	There is a difference between blowing your own horn to make noise, and ensuring that your constituents know what your organization is doing that is relevant and effective. Investors want to point with pride to the accomplishments you make, in part, with the resources they and others provide.
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“Have a companion 
in your canvass”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 9. 	It is of the highest importance that you have a companion in your canvass ... In all respects a par wit yourself.  That you and your companion know each other intimately. That you study team work. So that you do not collide but by the study of your man, know which is to take the ball and which is to lead in the principal play. 	Your victim will, himself, unconsciously and  instinctively decide which of the two of you he prefers to talk to. Let him make his choice. There is wisdom underlying Christ's sending forth his disciples not singly, but in pairs.Note:	This may have been the first example of the value of team solicitation, working alongside the president, board member, faculty or clinician who can serve as the subject matter expert.	Working in tandem permits you to adopt different roles, “good cop” “bad cop” or one speaks to the issue, and you as the gift officer make the request.  In either case, having a second pair of ears in the room allows you to back-stop each other in cases where one of you forgets a point, the other can pick up the ball.
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“Let the victim talk 
freely.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10. 	Let the victim talk freely, especially in the earlier part of the interview. While he is thus revealing himself, he is giving you the opportunity to study him and all his peculiarities. By the time he is through you will be prepared, if you are alert, with your plan of successful attack. Never argue with a man; never contradict him. Never oppose anything which he says, that you are not absolutely bound to oppose by the very essential nature of your mission; in all else yield. If your man is talkative, let him talk, talk, talk; give your fish line and listen with the deepest interest to every syllable.Note:	Practice the “Dale Carnage” method of letting someone talk about what is important to them.  It is vital that you listen and pay attention.  The term of art is “active listening.”	As important as it is for you to present the key message of your campaign, it is also important that your prospect be allowed to respond to the ideas being promoted.  	While some comments made may seem unrelated to previous statements, I have found that this is one device the prospect uses to sell himself or herself on the campaign, by looking for his or her niche in the program.   See what warms the prospect’s heart by building and focusing on that item until you get the gift.
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“If you find him taciturn, 
do not try to make him talk,
but keep your own mill 
going.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
11.	 If he is taciturn, do not try to make him talk but keep your own mill going, while you watch his face.  Never permit any embarrassing silences.Note:	Some prospects will say little more than, “hello.”  From then on, it’s your show.  There is a lot to communicate about the XYC campaign or strategic plan -- the fact that it is a well-thought, well-planned, and well articulated program involving new initiatives that will improve the quality of life on this planet in a way that no one else can replicate, will help influence your donor.
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“Withdraw with cordiality 
when beaten.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
12. 	Withdraw with cordiality when beaten. That is to say: When you fail to get your subscription at the time, which will be four times out of five, from our experience. He will watch closely in what temper you withdraw, but make him feel that the interview has been a distinctly pleasurable one to you. Even if he declines to give, make him, if possible, a friend of the college for all time.Note:	Unfortunately there will be some occasions (statistically two out of three), when you will be turned down for a major gift.  In these rare instances, thank the prospect for her time and interest.  Then LEAVE.  	But keep smiling as you exit.  Later, in the confines of your car or some other totally private place, feel free to scream, yell, or throw a tantrum.  We have all done it, and it can be marvelous therapy.  Fortunately, there are other prospects in the prospect pool….
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“Though he declined,
do not regard
him or the matter closed.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
13. 	But though he declined, do not regard or let him regard the matter as closed. You will be near him again in a few days and things may then look different to him. It is a good plan never to allow a man to give a final no or to commit himself in words definitely and finally against your cause. If you see it coming, if it is evident that he is making no progress, or progress backward, excuse yourself before the fatal word has come out and withdraw so as to give you an excuse for coming again.Note:	A refusal does not always mean, “no.”  In about half the cases, a negative response to a proposal can reflect things other than an attitude towards the campaign.  A prospect may have commitments to another campaign, a business investment, family emergency, or simply in a bad frame of mind that day.  No could be, no – not right now.	By leaving the door open with a “how about if I give you a call back in say three months,” you are still leaving the door open with a glimmer of hope that an opportunity  to participate in the campaign might occur.
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“Watch for signs of 
weariness or impatience”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
14. 	From the beginning, watch for signs of weariness or impatience.Note:	Don’t boar your prospect. Don’t exceed your welcome.  Know when to leave.  If they are not interested, go.  If they are preoccupied ask if there might be a better time when you can converse without other, over-arching concerns competing for attention. Reschedule.
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“Aim to raise a 
permanent constituency 
for the cause.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
15. 	Aim so to conduct a canvass as to raise up a permanent constituency for the cause. Try to make every man you canvass a friend of yourself and of the college whether he gives or not.  Aim to make your visit so pleasurable, if possible, that your victim will be distinctly glad to have such pleasing gentlemen call upon him again.Note: 	Your mission extends beyond today or the next five years.  Your programmatic innovations and services are going to continue beyond the time frame of the campaign.  	Philanthropists can always participate in annual giving, consider a deferred gift, and in the next campaign.  It is important to ensure they understand your value proposition, understand your vision and endorse your mission. If they are willing to support you, at lower levels it will help you create a culture of philanthropy that furthers your organization’s capacity to serve humankind. 
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“Never tell a man 
how much 
you think he ought to give.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
16.	Never tell a man how much you think he ought to give. Do not do it even if he asks you, as occasionally a man will. Instead of answering his question, you can say to him you will be glad to tell him what others are giving, if he desires to know, but that you cannot presume to name any figure for himself.Note:	So this is a cultural thing.  At one time we in America found it rude to discuss, politics, religion, sex or money in public.  Today, that appears to be all we do. Back then an individual was to intuit from the conversation how much they should or could give and respond in kind.	Today, the philanthropist is interested in understanding the scale: how much is required to accomplish the goal, how much has already been raised, and how much you would like them to consider.
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“Meditate long on 
the downright merits 
of the question.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
17. 	Before entering on your canvass, meditate long on the downright merits of the question and do not ask a man for a dollar until you are in the depths of your soul satisfied that, viewed from the highest motives, your cause fully justifies all the gifts and the sacrifices you ask.Note:	Put another way, “what would happen if the doors to your organization closed tomorrow?”  If no one would notice, then you have little business in the philanthropic market-place.	We suggest a succinct 60 second pitch.
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“Work continuously, 
rapidly 
and at a hot pace.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
18. 	Work continuously, rapidly and at a hot pace. If your work flags you are gone. Never allow in yourself the smallest relaxation of the nervous tension and if not in yourself, so also not in your friends or the public until your work is done.  Canvass every day and all day, going rapidly from man to man, rain or shine. Read nothing, write of nothing, think of nothing, so long as your canvass continues, but the canvass. Speak publicly on that subject only, bringing every ounce of vital energy every moment of waking time to the service of the canvass.	Regard every suggestion involving interruption, delay or postponement as treason. Whatever success we achieved, or in my observation, others have achieved under similar circumstances, has been due mainly to the energy with which the subscription once undertaken has been continued.	This rapidity of movement keeps one's self in tension to do his best work. It brings the success, small though it may be, that tends in the aggregate to keep up courage. It keeps your work before your friends and the public. It tends to give it a gradually increased momentum. It gives you something of advance to report each day or each week. Gradually, the work gathers volume, force, breadth, momentum until at last it becomes irresistible and rushes on to a successful culmination. This insistent and persistent energy is the easiest road, as well as the shortest and leads straight to the goal.Note:		It is important that you create a momentum for yourself.  If you can get “fired-up” over your campaign, and make your own gift before you start to make calls, prospects will catch your enthusiasm and themselves become excited about the campaign.  The best way to begin is by making your own commitment to the campaign.  Rest assured, there will come a point where the prospect will ask you about your level of commitment.
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“Ask for the Gift!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Finally if one adopts these rules and others like them, which will suggest themselves, one will be likely to find the great majority of men - ninety-nine out of every hundred - are in fact pleased and secretly complimented to be courteously and respectfully invited to contribute to a great cause by the men having that cause in charge. In Chicago, Dr. Goodspeed and I invited many hundreds of men, the larger number of these several times over, before our canvass was concluded. I scarcely can recall in the whole experience two instances where we were not courteously and graciously received.Note:	In the spirit of Gate’s invitation, we add this last point. Interestingly enough, Mr. Gates did not make this point in his memorandum.  So I thought I would add it for him.  As far as I am concerned, asking for a specific gift is the single most important part of the prospect visit.  You can forget everything, but don’t forget to ask.  And then say thank you.	Use the phrase, “will you consider a gift of $100,000?  In case the prospect says no, you can interpret the response as if she is saying no to the level of the gift ($100,000) and not making the gift, which leaves room for negotiation.
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For more information contact:

Scott R. Lange
President
(201) 406-6035
scott@visionaryphilanthropy.com
www.visionaryphilanthropy.com/resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time

mailto:scott@visionaryphilanthropy.com
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